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Terms & Disclaimer | Privacy Policy Read our article in depth to take a attractive matrimonial profile photograph. This article has video demonstrations and expert advice that you wouldnÃ ¢ t want to lose. Click here to read the article. Be honest and open when expressing expectations through your biography for wedding is a good way of people
screen that donated to match your expectations. Please do not hear your dislikes, but don t-negotiable list (such as smoking, drinking habits). Q ¢ interested â € â € â € â € â € â € œBe just on abstains and not smokers.A ¢ € ¢ I hope my partner to be a vegetarian game. Please share your hormat if you are interested.á ¢ Here are three examples of
expectations descriptive partners for your biogram. Use the preferences samples partner descriptive below, besides basic expectations, such as religion / caste, professional background / education, horm game, food habits, financial situation, quote some. We exclude the basic details in the sample descriptions below. We include the headlines in your
profile too. Looking for a Game of Thrones Fan The person I have in my mind should be comfortable interacting with people. He must be ready to roll up the sleeves and step with the domestic work when necessary. I'm not a big fan of cats or dogs like pets. I am looking to marry someone who must have tastes and interests that he is passionate and
have a positive vision of life. If he's a fan got, Ita is an additional ba'nus! No pomp and brilliance I come from a progressive family, and we are not orthodox or religious. Someone who loves traditions and Indian culture can still have an open mind about other cultures and practices will be a good game. A hormat game is not necessary in our end. I am
also open to a simple devoid wedding ceremony of all the pomp and glitter. Free disorder life she should be a rajput, intelligent woman independent superior education, which is good appearance and has a great personality. I am looking for someone who can manage the day-to-day challenges for its own. It should be well prepared and enjoy cleaning
at home. Keeping things organized and free of disorder is very important to me. Note: Content for biography matrimonial sample is intended for personal use only and can not be used for any commercial purpose or by any organization that is to profit from it, directly or indirectly, under any form. See this little video with step-by-step instructions to
write partner expectations. Here are some examples of wedding biographic data created from a religious background. These models are available in Jodi Logik for a fee and can be downloaded as PDF or printed files. The unique aspect of these biographic formats are based on the estate. Jodi Logik hired artists to create these biography models with
his hand and then converted them into biographic formats for download. A batch of thought came in choosing the design elements for all biogrifrous data. Each pattern of design, symbol, and color is a representation of religious and social customs associated with religion. You can read more about these biographic formats here. Biographical data
format for wedding with Kundli This is a biography for the wedding of a Hindu boy. This biographic data format comes with a Kundli / HorÃ³scope. The Ganesh and Swastika symbols are considered auspicious by the Hindus cut in any case / community / regions. Biographical data format for marriage with family details This is a biography for the
wedding of a Hindu girl. Alemon of Kundli, this biography has a second page dedicated to sharing family details. Some people may not add descriptive information about Your family and instead add the names and professions of all uncles and aunts along with the members of the immediate family. Biographical data format for the wedding of a Muslim
boy this a detailed biography of a Muslim boy in a 2 page format. The project of this biography is inspired by the Blue Mosque of Istanbul and the lanterns commonly seen in the Eastern countries during the month of Ramadan. BioData format for wedding for a Muslim girl This is a biodata of a page for the wedding of a Muslim girl. The biodata design
includes the use of silhouette of a minaret and the moon and the predominant use of the green color commonly associated with religion. BioData for wedding designed for men and women Sikh Sikh Biodata format wedding is inspired by Punjab mustard fields. The pavon pen and the symbol of Khanda have religious significance in Sikhism and find a
place in this model of biodata. BioData format for the Sindhi community This Sindhi Biodata for wedding is inspired by the famous Sindh Ajrak impressions in Pakistan. This biodata format is focused on incorporating a fundamental tradition from the community and has no religious significance. BioData for Wedding for Jains The wedding Jain Biodata
has religious symbols associated with Jainism and is designed in a 1 page format. If you want a more detailed Jain wedding bio, you can find it here. BioData format for wedding for Christians Christian wedding biodata format is contained and shows wedding dress and tuxedo. Alemon of the Santa Cross, you need to look closely at the Biodata to see
the sketch of the wedding dress. BioData format for wedding - Sample content for about me and expectations need help to write the descriptions for Ã ¢ â € ¬ ¬ and â € œ¬ å " Expectations Ã ¢ â € "in your matrimonial biodata? We have created 7 different examples that you can copy and modify for your personal use. BioData for matrimÃªnio for a
girl biodata format for marriage - working girl from a traditional family, if you like the sample Biodata, we just facilitated for you to copy the transcriptions to the sections about me and expectations. Be sure to modify it for your own biodata. About I am a petite, cheerful person with a happy and happy life. I am currently working for IBM in Bangalore
as a SR data analyst. I love painting and you will find some of my paintings adorning the walls of some books in Bangalore! I use my paintings to shine a spotlight in the beauty of nature around us. My parents tell me that I am quite useful when it comes to assuming domestic tasks. In fact, I like to decorate my house, but I am also a self-worker for
cleaning. I love spending time with my family and having a great circle of friends too. Expectations of partners I'm looking for a high and beautiful professional based on Bangalore. He must have a rewarding career and must be able to support my career too. I travel occasionally and I hope to find someone who is available to spend time with me. I
prefer a teetotaler. Smoking is also a strict not-no. I have a modern vision of life, but I believe in traditional values such as respect for parents and helping others needy. I'm willing to change my opinions if you can convince myself and you should be opened about your opinions too. Why do we love this biodata format? This biodata format for marriage
reaches two important goals that most of us ignores - 1. The layout and the organization of the contents does not appear to look like another working curriculum format, 2. The Biodata format highlights all The key information and the photo to allow a fast review of the document. Biodata format for wedding - businessman, parents no longer if you like
sample wedding biodata, just copy the transcriptions to the sections about me and expectations. Be sure to modify it to suit your personal situation. About I am a self-made man who has gone through many challenges in life. I am currently the MD of Sethi exports and imports, Mumbai. I trust yoga to keep a balance in my life and deal with my work. I
end up traveling a lot to meet my clients. I love the surprises that arise in my travels and love knowing people from different cultures and origins. I believe that there is a lot to learn from with world and have a deep sense of curiosity. Reading is another passion that I persecute whenever I meet time. Keeping with policist, economy, social issues and
culture Keep accused. Partner expectations I am looking to marry a Hindu girl focused on the career that is financially independent, strong and has a strong network of family and friends. Core does not matter to me and I am a teetotaler and not smoker and therefore hope that women who marry me to appreciate my preference. My business requires
me to spend more than 6 months in the year traveling out of the second. The ability to lead an independent life while I am out is a fundamental requirement. I'm based in Mumbai, and I'd rather marry someone from Mumbai or Pune. I do not believe in the corresponding horm. However, I can send my horm, if necessary. Why do we love this wedding
biodata sample? This biodata sample has exceptionally well written partner expectations. The boy clearly brings the fact that he travels a lot and therefore hopes that his future wife is career-oriented and has the ability to lead an independent life during his absence. Easy Biodata formats with stunning designs creating an attractive wedding Biodata is
not more difficult! Use our Easy and Premium templates to quickly add your information and download the BioData in PDF format. 3 Biodata models easy to impress or download! Wedding Biodata Sample for a Poor Man Biodata Format for Wedding - Poor Boy Living with Parents Just Copy Transcriptions for About US and Partner Expectations and
Sections of this sample and use it for Your own biodata for marriage. About myself that I am a 25-year-old man from a conservative family, Arora in Amritsar. I lost my legs in a road accident is 5 years. I went through many struggles while passing through physical rehabilitation and adjustment for my new lifestyle on wheels! My very unhappy
experience has a silver liner too. My perspective for life and what we take as guaranteed has completely changed and now I am much more confident and determined in my activities. I live every day as if it were my last day on earth and enjoy life throughout the extension. I am financially independent and perform corporate training and successful
consulting at home. My family and friends have been my pillar of support. Preference of the partner I am looking for an educated woman who has an independent career itself. I'm looking for someone who can see beside the fact that I'm connected to my wheelchair. Height (or any other fansica deficiency) certainly does not matter to me :). While I
grew up to deal with everything that life can throw it to me, I'm looking for a companion who would not mind providing a handsome hand when I'm outside. It would be great to marry someone who has exposure to work with people with disabilities with disabilities or has been exposed to her lifestyle. Someone with a great sense of humor, having
experienced adversity and overcoming them in the past will probably be able to enjoy my best point of view. Why do we love this biodata wedding? Disabled people face gammon challenges in organized marriages. First of all, your self-esteem has already spent and they are defined by your disabled. The second challenge is that your options to look for
a prospective match are limited (for all purposes) for other men or physical women challenged. In some cases, women of economically weaker society can marry a disabled man because of his personal situations. This biodata sample brings man's personality without resorting to the use of phrases that demonstrate autopiety or defensiveness. More
answers to your biodata wedding? These 5 simple tips can make people want to talk to you! Watch this little video. Wedding Biodata Sample for a Biodata Format Software Engineer for Wedding - A software engineer who likes to travel make it easy for you to you The context of this biography wedding sample. Copy the transcriptions below and make
it your own. About me originally from Hyderabad, I have lived in Chennai for more than 10 years. I am 6 height and moderately constructed. My fitness obsession helps me keep my body fat in the bay! My work as a software engineer made me a patient man and improved my negotiating skills! My work also keeps me on my sore, as I am always trying
to learn new skills to keep pace with the scenario of changing technology. I particularly humorous value, the ability to laugh at himself, be able to communicate, respect for culture, stay healthy, and the freedom to think outside the box. About my game I'm looking for a murderous smile and a faar in your eyes. I am tall, then you will have to be at least
5 feet 5 inches high. My future wife should like to travel with me as I follow the Indian cricket team all over the world! Needless to say, you should know the difference between point and voices. My prospective game should be a nature lover and likes to live in a secluded house that is far from the confusion and shaking of the city. Why do we love this
biodata format? In this biography sample, you will notice that the boy called all the tastes and dislikes of his clearly not only in the section expectations, but also in the section about myself. The highlight of this biography is the fact that your expectations and interests have a direct relationship with the person who is your biogrostic. Calling out how
your lifestyle could change or influence the person's lifestyle that you intend to marry is something we can learn. Biographical data format for divorced wedding girl copy and reuse the descriptions written for this sample Biography wedding. About me I am an extroverted person and I believe in making the difference to those around me. I run my own
non-profit organization that offers training for domestic violence vanity so that they can lead an independent life. I started this initiative as I was through a brief marriage, which ended in a divorce. While I had the tools and resources to return to the track, I was moved by the suffering of other women around me that are arrested in abusive weddings.
I also dabble in the painting and currently I'm having paint classes to develop my skills. Both painting and social activism give me many opportunities to express myself. Not description Religion or caste partner does not matter to me. However, I am looking for someone who respects women, not very selfish, and the ability to empathize with others.
Have a great sense of humor and do not get too much to be a definite advantage. I hope the person who gets married to be a non-smoker. Social drinking is acceptable. Career oriented still have a sense of responsibility for the family are the traces that I appreciate a lot in the person who plan to marry. Divorced without children are ok. Why do we
love this sample of biographic matrimonial data? While the second marriage are definitely on ascended in India, women, as well as men, tend to stay on the defensive about why they divorced when their biography is written for marriage. In this example, you will notice that the girl has confidence highlighted the positive result that came out of her
divorce. Biographic Data Format Wedding By A Biographic Format Muslim Girl For Wedding A Muslim Girl goes ahead, copy and use the descriptions below to create your biography for the wedding. About me I am an easy person to deal with a positive attitude towards life. I am simple, of Mansa, and respectful with the right combination of modern
and traditional cultures. I am God-fearing and reading the Quran the days and realize the namaz five times a day. I am an artist who is in love with Islamic art and calligraphy. I have created sources based on Islamic art and I currently work as a freelancer graphic designer for various e-commerce brands. I love good food and I also dabble in cooking
whenever I have the chance at home. Preferencing Partner I Am Am For someone you can be a true friend for life. He must be calm, understanding, affection, love, and at least be moderately religious. As I believe in God, I hope my partner to have an open mind to blend with people from other religions and origins. My ideal match would be somebody
who is successful in your career, well resolved, and has a positive vision of life, even when things become difficult. Why do we love this wedding biodata sample? Notice how this Muslim girl skillfully managed to include details about her religious belief, without sounding very traditional. She indicated how many times she performs Namaz, her Umrah
and Hajj trips, and left her decision open in relation Hijab after marriage. Biographic Data Format Wedding for Biographic Format Christian Girl for Christian Marriage Girl goes ahead, copy and use the descriptions below to create your biography for marriage. About me I am a fear of God, devotee Christian, with a positive perspective for life. I take
advantage of every day as it is and believes that God has a plan for each of us and we will have to be patient with his plan to unfold. I believe in respecting elders and loving religious traditions as well as cultural of our family. While I am a Tamilian, I have lived all my life in New Delhi and can speak Hindi fluently. I have a degree of management of the
Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode, and work for a multinational IT in New Delhi. I have progressed well in my career and will continue with him after the wedding. Partner expectations I am looking for God-fearing, honest Roman Catholic Christian. Someone of the same caste will be preferred. He must be attentive, hardworking, and have
old-fashioned values such as respect for the elders, cavalry, and the deep sense of responsibility to be a holder of the torch of religion and culture. Someone who has a successful career, a good educational formation and an abstitter will be an ideal match. Why do we love this model for Biography Marriage? This biographic data format for marriage is
an example of how a Christian girl projects her believers and values and at the same time establish a balance with a contemporary lifestyle. She calls lifestyle choices and expectations including very clearly offbeat options, as choosing to be a vegetarian lifestyle when her family is not vegetarian. The free guides Biographic wedding for men and
women their biography for the wedding should be impressive and for this, you need a biographic matrimonial data format that is professional and comprehensive! Therefore, he began to deconstruct the matrimonial biography in several sub-sections. For example, all biographic marriage data should have a photo, a description about yourself and your
expectations, a brief write-up on your family, your educational and professional training, and your lifestyle and interests. So we decided to look for the best practices proven for each of the above categories based on common sense, personal experiences, and more important, based on the opinion of experts. We have created a detailed guide about
Biographic Wedding Writing! We created a guide full of tips, insights, examples and advice to help you create a biography wedding gain or description of the matrimonio profile on any website. Italy is all available for free. Read our eBooks on the Biographic Matrimmen nonsfected in-depth guides for men and women to guide you through different
aspects of the creation of a compelling marriage biographic. Our eBooks have 7 chapters and packed with practical tips to help you design your true personality and expectations for a prospective game. When you forward your biography to the wedding via email or whatsapp, Including a brief covering note. Here are some examples: E-mail format:
Father forwarding a biography marriage with another father Dear Sir / Madam I am referring the biography of my son / daughter,
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